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your other place as a room to work in. It'll be an escape from
us women when you want to be alone!"
Dud's feelings were extremely complicated as he listened to
all this. Destiny had certainly answered his prayer! Something
about this woman, her gaunt angular figure, her rugged bony
face, like the face of an affectionate steed—no wonder she was
struck by Wizzie Js horse: she was like an old circus-horse herself
—made him think of the great Phrygian Mother. Hadn't he
heard of some image of that mysterious divinity that had a
horse's head?
It was a pleasure to him to see his companion look so different,
so much less nervous and embarrassed, and yet, beneath this
pleasure, in the under-sea penumbra of secret feelings that
encircled his thought, as an old moon encircles a new one,
he was conscious of a definite "let down" in the vibrancy of the
situation.
Wizzie had smiled, Wizzie was more at ease, but her con-
sciousness was no longer entirely absorbed in her relation to
himself.
The "Stone-Age captive with her Bronze-Age rescuer" was
no longer the unmixed note of the occasion.
They all three left the Antelope together; and as they turned
down High East Street and passed side by side beneath the
pillars of the King's Arms, No-man could not help being aware
of the contrast between this moment and the former one when
Thuella was their companion.
It was quite clear to him that Wizzie tended a little to "cling"
to this friendly image of the Phrygian Mother with the horse's
head, and though he did feel ashamed of such a thought it was
impossible for him not to wish that it was still his "Venetian
Post" who was walking on the other side of the girl. But he
could not help being delighted by the picturesqueness of Friary
Lane as they now turned into it, passing on their left the tap-
room and stables of the King's Arms and, on their right, an
ancient wall.
It was at a door in this wall that Mrs. Dearth finally stopped,
a massive and ancient door, leading into a small but solidly-
built house.
Readers of Dud's veracious chronicle must, however, be
warned that they will look in vain in these latter days for the
house into which Mrs. Dearth led him, for solidly-built as it

